Documentation
The SAT application portfolio project requirements were to work as a development team
using the agile and scrum methodologies to build a full stack application. We were to create a
Trello board and git hub repo and link to our teammates. One teammate was the driver and the
others were the navigators. We implemented a database using entity framework, added login
functionality using the identity samples NuGet package. We scaffolded out controllers and
converted a template along with additional functionality that will be listed in the steps below.
Struggled with connection strings – we did not originally update our connection string
before implementing Identity samples so we were not able to connect to our database. We ended
up starting over because it was so early on in the project. We made sure to update the connection
string and once we did that we were able to connect to visual studios to our database

Struggled with photo upload functionality - the photo upload functionality was working
for a full day then stopped! When taking a closer look we noticed on our student controller our
saveas server.mappath was missing the concatenated imageName(which was our variable for the
photoUrl.FileName). also on edit we had the image name concatenated but what we needed was
the student.PhotoUrl. We were deleting the photo as we were uploading. Once those issues were
fixed our photo edit and create worked perfect.

1. Each of us created a Trello board and Invited one another to see said board
2. Ashley documented and took screen shots of project
3. Ashley built database, created and shared Script and Schema with team
4. Each teammate added their own dummy data
5. Each teammate committed and pushed their changes to github
6. Corey created the ASP.NET web application and added Identity samples
7. Each teammate agreed on one template found on our FED1 bootstrap resources
8. Corey downloaded and added template to _archive folder
9. Bill created the data layer and metadata
10. Bill updated the connection strings
11. Ashley converted the template and moved CSS,JS,Fonts etc. to content and updated links.
12. Ashley updated and renamed _layoutpage
13. Corey updated all navigation links using ActionLinks

14. Ashley removed any resources that would not be used
15. Bill built metadata buddy classes
16. Corey scaffolded out the controllers and CRUD functionality using MVC 5 Controller
with views, using entity framework
17. Bill built out a contact form that is linked to his email. Fully functional
18. Bill customized properties to display full name
19. Ashley implemented photo upload functionality
20. We did not use this as one of our SAT challenges (soft delete)
21. Bill added a session variable to switch from active or retired courses
22. We did not implement a soft delete as one of our SAT challenges
23. We did not implement session variables for scheduled class status
24. Bill added the tile view for students so you are able to switch back and forth between
tiled or table view
25. Ashley created documentation
26. Ashley created backup script of the database
27. Each team member has pushed all code to github
28. Each team member has created a subdomain on smarterasp and deployed the project
through filezilla to add to their personal site
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Write a requirement summary and provide supplemental screenshots of how the base
functionality of the application was met
o Summarize the requirement
o Provide a screenshot of the application meeting the requirement
o Provide a brief description of how the requirement was met
o Include screen shots of the planning and build process (Trello)

